
Life is a raspberry                                                                  Ecclesiastes 1:1-11  

What’s the Point!?!                                                Sermon 02 

 

“If I only had __________, I’d be happy”? So what’s in your blank? When will you be happy? What will it take? Most 

of us has something that we’re anticipating that once we achieve, experience, or obtain, then we'll be happy and 

satisfied. So just fill in the blank. I'll be happy when _________. 

  But do you really think that when you fill in that blank you'll be happy? Because I’d submit this to you, if you look 

back over the course of your life, five years, ten years, fifteen years ago, however old you might be, that, at some point, 

you also thought, "As soon as I achieve, experience or obtain, I'll be happy.” You’ve labored diligently from that point 

forward to achieve those things and upon achieving them, you're still not all that satisfied and still not all that happy. So 

what we do then is create another list of things that we're going to chase and we do this until we finally die. No wonder 

Peter Kreeft of Boston College calls it “a wild-goose chase with no goose.”  

  We're continually attempting to find happiness by reorganizing our external life, getting our money, sex, health…our 

stuff in order, all the while, not recognizing that satisfaction has more to do with the reorganization of our internal life 

than it does the reorganization of our external life.  

  Solomon lived his life as a failed experiment for us all. He pursued with great vigor those things that we’re most apt to 

put in that blank of I'll be happy if ______ or I'll be happy when ______. He investigates them, pouring his whole life 

into them and does so at an astonishing clip. He then reports back to us the subsequent result of his findings. Here's what 

he has to say. Please turn to Ecclesiastes 1:1-11 (p. 553).  

  What’s the point? What’s the meaning of life? From the wisest, richest, hedonistic guy who’s ever lived. “Vanity of 

vanities…vanity of vanities! All is vanity” (vs. 2). The Message translates it, “Smoke, nothing but smoke. There’s nothing 

to anything—it’s all smoke.” The NIV renders it, Meaningless, meaningless. Utterly meaningless. Everything is 

meaningless.”  

  You say, “Whoa Scott! Come on, isn’t that an overstatement?” No, that’s the brutal, honest truth. Have you ever felt 

that way? Gotten up in the morning and asked yourself, “What am I doing?” I know I’m going to work. I’m eating cereal 

and I’m brushing my teeth. But what am I doing here?” Solomon’s summary is, “everything is utterly meaningless.”  

  This word vanity is very important for our study of Ecclesiastes. It appears 38 times in the Hebrew text of your Bible. 

Some translations say that life is a vapor. That you start off sort of helpless, eating soft foods, mumbling to yourself, 

wearing a diaper, having no teeth. Pretty much, that’s where you end up as well. In the middle there are a few years that 

pass really quickly. Some of you understand that.  

  Some of your translations say that life is vain. What’s the point? It’s just all pride and sin and folly and rebellion. Some 

say that life is frustrating. And it is, at least mine is. If you tie all of that together, you start to get the meaning of what 

life is. Like life, this word is hard to nail down. It’s elusive. It’s complicated. It’s multi-layered. Life is short. It’s 

frustrating. It’s easily missed. It can be lived in vain and apart from any real meaning.  

  As Solomon uses the word in Ecclesiastes, he refers to emptiness, to that which is transitory and has little meaning. In 

this case, vanity is akin to a vapor. Like a breath that lasts a moment before quickly vanishing, leaving nothing behind. 

But I think the best translation of the word is this – (Blow raspberry). Life is a raspberry. That’s life, right? If you’ve 

ever done that, you’re a Hebrew scholar and a Biblical philosopher. Life is (raspberry). That’s what it is. And now, you 

know why. You’re just being Biblical. Everything is (Raspberry) utterly (Raspberry). That’s what Solomon says.  

  That’s what life is like even if you’re at the top of the world. May 1996, journalist Jon Krakauer was part of an 

expedition that reached the top of Mount Everest. He describes his feelings on May 10, 1996, as he reached the highest 

spot on earth: “Straddling the top of the world, one foot in China and the other in Nepal, I cleared the ice from my 

oxygen mask, hunched a shoulder against the wind and stared absently down at the vastness of Tibet…I'd been 

fantasizing about this moment, and the release of emotion that would accompany it, for many months. But now that I was 

finally here, actually standing on the summit of Everest, I just couldn't summon the energy to care…I snapped four quick 

photos…then turned and headed down. My watch read 1:17 p.m. All told, I'd spent less than five minutes on the roof of 

the world.” Solomon spent forty years on the roof of history, only to feel that same bland puzzle of anticlimax. Not only 

is it empty at the top, it's empty at the bottom and everywhere in-between. It’s vanity. And you know exactly what I'm 

talking about.  

  What did you find at the Everest of your own life? You dreamed of getting a car or getting married, having kids. Maybe 

you received that promotion, got your dream job, took that vacation you longed for, got your dream car or home—all for 

the empty cup of unexpected despondency. King Solomon goes on to explain this. Here’s why life is so (Blowing 

raspberry)… 

 



1. Life seems to have no point. According to Clemson University professor, Sarah Lauro, the popularity of zombie 

films and shows mirror society's general dissatisfaction with life. The Walking Dead, one of the most popular, is about 

the struggle of a band of humans trying to escape a pack of zombies. Is our fascination with the undead a futile attempt to 

extend or give meaning to life?  

  “Vanity of vanities, says the Preacher, vanity of vanities! All is vanity.” The Hebrew word for vanity is hevel. Taken 

literally, it refers to a breath or vapor, like a puff of smoke rising from a fire. Life is like that. It’s so insubstantial that 

when we try to get our hands on it, it slips right through our fingers. We’re here today, gone tomorrow. The Bible 

frequently compares our mortal existence to a vapor. According to the Psalmist, we are "mere breath" (Ps. 39:5); our 

days will "vanish like a breath" (Ps. 78:33). The Apostle James describes life as "a mist that appears for a little time and 

then vanishes" (James 4:14). When Solomon says "vanity of vanities," he’s partly making a comment on the transience 

of life. Breathe in; now breathe out. Life will pass by that quickly. But he’s also making a universal statement.  

  Look at the vast scope of the claim he makes: "all is vanity." There’s not one single aspect of human existence that’s 

not frustrated by futility. It’s all pointless, useless, and absurd. To prove his point, Solomon takes everything people 

ordinarily use to give meaning to life and shows how empty it all really is. In doing this, he’ll speak from experience, 

because he’s done it all — money, sex, pleasure, knowledge, and power. Sooner or later we all have the same 

experience. We try to find the meaning of life but come up empty. We indulge in certain pleasures, only to end up more 

dissatisfied than ever. Or, we’re unhappy because we feel that we’ll never do anything important or be anybody special. 

Then, there’s the biggest vanity of all — death, in all of its dreadful finality. Death is the vanity of all vanities.  

  Solomon exposes some of our cheap Conventional Wisdom. “Don’t worry. Be Happy!” And that works, how? Or, how 

about? “It’s all good.” We’re laying you off, “It’s all good.” Your 3-year old just flushed your wedding ring, “It’s all 

good.” Or how about, “There's a light at the end of every tunnel”? Keep hoping. Murphy was right when he said that the 

light at the end of the tunnel was the light from an oncoming train. My favorite has to be, “Well, it could be worse.” 

Really? Can you imagine someone saying that at Hiroshima? “Well, it could be worse.”  

  Why are we taught these lies? Why are seminars held every day, telling people to just smile more, to just believe 

"there's a bright, beautiful tomorrow…go for the gusto…you’re one of a kind.” Do you want to know why we say and 

teach those things? To make us believe there's purpose and happiness if we simply keep on hoping in hope. But hope 

can’t exist in a vacuum where facts are ignored. Our world isn’t wonderful. It’s wicked, corrupt, and depraved. People 

aren't kind and generous; they’re mean, selfish and cruel. Life on planet Earth isn't a big bowl of cherries, it's the pits. It’s 

boring…empty. It’s a grind. It’s "chasing the wind." That's true if you're educated or ignorant, young or old, a suit or a 

blue-collar worker. It's true if you live in a mansion or a flophouse. It won't change if your circumstances change. Don't 

believe me, believe God. Instead of blaming Him, realize He had a reason for our horizontal lives being void of purpose. 

Solomon gets it. That’s why he says, “Vanity of vanities. All is vanity.”  

 

2. Your work and career seem to have no point. “What does man gain by all the toil at which he toils under the sun?” 

(vs. 3). Ultimately any fulfillment of our accomplishments dwindles, even for the most successful among us. Solomon 

addresses first those for whom work is an end in itself and this verse is packed with the underlying worldview of 

Ecclesiastes.  

  a. Under the sun. This phrase only occurs in Ecclesiastes, some 29 times. It defines the outlook of the writer as he 

looks at life from a human perspective, flatland living, a horizontal perspective. An “under the sun” worldview was 

powerfully communicated in a popular animated movie. Remember these lyrics, “From the day we arrive on the planet. 

And blinking, step into the sun. There's more to see than can ever be seen…It's the Circle of Life.”  

  It’s “under the sun” life. Solomon applies his wisdom and experience to the complex human situation, attempting to 

make sense out of life. Most learn too late that work in and of itself doesn’t satisfy. You climb to the top of the ladder, 

for what? In the end everyone leaves it behind. Want an example? Even the Sears Tower isn’t the Sears Tower anymore. 

It’s the Willis Tower.  

  For most of us though, it’s not that we love work. It’s that we love the byproduct of our work. Yet, Solomon warns us 

that we don’t really gain anything from all of our toil, not anything that ultimately matters. Americans are consumed by 

materialism. “Under the sun” living buys into the American dream that with our toil we can gain something important: 

we can become prosperous, fulfilled, self-made men and women. Society offers countless examples of this all-

consuming desire for bigger, better, brighter. The never ending drive for ever higher wages, better cars, toys with more 

options, larger houses. Do we foolishly believe we’re immune from culture’s rampant materialism? Don’t most of us buy 

into the consumer mentality?  

  Solomon is writing during a time of great economic growth in Israel. A new day had dawned. They no longer lived 

their quiet, agricultural existence — depending on the LORD to provide their daily bread. They lived at the crossroads of 

a new, booming international trade between Egypt and Asia/Europe. Fortunes could be made, and lost, overnight. The 



Israelites were scrambling to get rich. But Solomon warns, the same warning that we need today, “Apart from God, 

people gain nothing from all their toil…”  

  b. Profit. The Hebrew word yitron, usually translated "profit," is used ten times in Ecclesiastes and is not used 

anywhere else. Its basic meaning is "that which is left over." It can be translated "surplus, advantage, gain." Profit is the 

opposite of "vanity." Solomon asks, "In the light of all the puzzles and problems of life, what is the advantage of living? 

Is there any gain? Is there any profit?”  

  c. Labor. 11 different Hebrew words are translated "labor" in the Old Testament. This one is amal and is used 23 times 

in Ecclesiastes. It means "to toil to the point of exhaustion and yet experience little or no fulfillment in your work." Can 

you relate? It carries with it the ideas of misery, frustration, and weariness. Looked at only "under the sun," work is 

futile. Yet, God wants believers to live in and work gladly in His will, knowing our labor is “not in vain in the Lord” (1 

Cor. 15:58).  

  d. Man. This is the familiar Hebrew word adam and refers to man as made from the earth (adama in the Hebrew). Of 

course, man is made in the image of God; but he came from the earth and returns to the earth after death. Solomon uses 

this word 49 times as he examined "man under the sun."  

  We need this warning. Americans live for our work and what our work enables us to consume, but we forget to really 

live. That’s the warning of Ecclesiastes. We must choose to change. Too many of us worship our work and play at our 

worship. Then, we wonder why things are so confused. Solomon warns that it's "nothingness under the sun." 

  It’s a depressing picture. Are you getting weary of the same old line, vanity? Good! That's exactly what Solomon wants. 

The sparkling jewel of hope (which he waits a long time to display) needs a somber, black backdrop of utter futility. 

Things will get much darker before there's any glimpse of dawn, I warn you. Work and what our work buys will never 

satisfy.  

  Recently, I read Call me Ted, the autobiography of media mogul, Ted Turner. He had it all. He had so much he gave a 

billion to the United Nations. Yet, what an empty life! He’s a living example of “What does man gain by all the toil at 

which he toils under the sun?” Listen to Solomon. Learn. Don’t be another statistic. And Jesus and Solomon speak the 

same language but Jesus gives us the proactive response, “What does it profit a man to gain the whole world and forfeit 

his soul?” (Mark 8:36). Jesus’ way is for us to leave something that matters and send something ahead.  

   

3. The next generation stomps all over your legacy. “A generation goes, and a generation comes, but the earth 

remains forever.” Each of us lives only a short while and dies. We’re not leaving a legacy. The earthly stage remains but 

different actors constantly pass across it. None of us leave a real mark on this world. Generations, not just people, come 

and go, yet nothing is really different. Don’t believe me? How well did you know your grandfather? Do you know the 

name of your grandfather’s grandfather? What he did? Where he’s buried? In 100, not a 1000 years, who’ll be able to tell 

you who Steven Spielberg, Brad Pitt, Rihanna or Aaron Rodgers were?  

  Are you a history buff? Do you keep track of politics? Take this little quiz. What do George Clinton, Richard Mentor 

Johnson, William Rufus King, John C. Breckinridge, Hannibal Hamlin all have in common? Let me give you a hint? 

What about Walter Mondale, Dan Quayle, Albert Gore, Jr., Dick Cheney? Okay, now you’ve got it. They all held the 

second highest office in our land! Vice President. But who remembers their names today? Who’ll remember the names 

of recent Vice Presidents in a hundred years? Or, even of Presidents? How hopeless it is for anyone only living “under 

the sun!”  

  Rabbi Harold Kushner tells of a man who came to him for counseling. After the usual chatter that precedes such 

appointments, the man told Kushner why he’d come. "Two weeks ago," he said, "for the first time in my life I went to the 

funeral of a man my own age. I didn't know him well, we worked together, talked to each other from time to time, had 

kids about the same age. He died suddenly over the weekend...It could just as easily have been me. That was two weeks 

ago. They have already replaced him at the office. I hear his wife is moving out of state to live with her parents. Two 

weeks ago he was working fifty feet away from me, and now it’s as if he never existed. It's like a rock falling into a pool 

of water, and then the water is the same as it was before, but the rock isn't there anymore. Rabbi, I've hardly slept at all 

since then. I can't stop thinking that it could happen to me, and a few days later I will be forgotten as if I had never lived. 

Shouldn't a man's life be more than that?" That could have been Solomon speaking—or most of the people you know 

who’ve failed to find meaning in the day-to-day repetitions of their own lives. Is it you? We get up, go to work, come 

home, watch TV, go to bed–only to repeat until retirement. Then, we die. Or at least that's how an “under the sun” 

person views life. Solomon asks, “What's the point?" At least, that's how it can look if you don't have eyes to see above 

the sun.  

 

4. Nature’s circle of life is monotonous. “But the earth remains forever. The sun rises, and the sun goes down, and 

hastens to the place where it rises. The wind blows to the south and goes around to the north; around and around goes 



the wind, and on its circuits the wind returns. All streams run to the sea, but the sea is not full; to the place where the 

streams flow, there they flow again” (vss. 5-7). The earth stays the same. There’s never any progress. A seemingly 

endless procession of people come and go, "but the earth remains forever." Life on earth is very repetitive. Nothing ever 

changes.  

  Solomon gives another illustration of the same principle: "The sun rises, and the sun goes down, and hastens to the 

place where it rises." This is the verse Ernest Hemingway made famous as the title of his greatest novel, The Sun Also 

Rises. Hemingway took the same basic perspective as Ecclesiastes on the meaninglessness of life under the sun. Even the 

daily journey of the sun seems pointless. Around and around it goes, without ever actually ending up anywhere. Day 

after day the fire in the sky rises, sets and rises again. Its movement is repetitive but not progressive, just like life. Pink 

Floyd said something similar in a song on the album The Dark Side of the Moon: “So you run and you run to catch up 

with the sun but it's sinking Racing around to come up behind you again. The sun is the same in a relative way but you're 

older, Shorter of breath and one day closer to death.”  

  Solomon suggests that even the sun gets short of breath. The word "hastens" is the Hebrew word for pant. It may 

suggest that the sun is racing from east to west and back again. More likely it means that the sun is weary of its slow, 

endless journey across the sky. Usually we turn to nature to find encouragement for our souls, but when Solomon looks 

at the sun, he only sees the monotony of life in a static universe. He feels the humdrum sameness of day-to-day living 

and is frustrated by the fact that even nature operates on a schedule of near drudgery. This natural grind serves only, to 

remind him of the blasé human situation and condition. 

  The wind illustrates the same thing. It fails to accomplish anything more than the sun: "The wind blows to the south and 

goes around to the north; around and around goes the wind, and on its circuits the wind returns." Usually we think of 

the wind blowing from west to east, like the jet stream. But in Palestine the wind sometimes comes from a northerly or 

southerly direction. Presumably that phenomenon is mentioned here to complete the points on a compass: the sun crawls 

from east to west, while the wind restlessly blows from the north and the south. It may seem free to blow wherever it 

pleases, yet the wind follows its customary currents. It blows past and then it comes back again. Around and around it 

goes, following its circular course but never reaching any destination. For all its constant movement, there’s never any 

progress. 

  The flow of water seems just as pointless. "All streams run to the sea but the sea is not full; to the place where the 

streams flow, there they flow again.” When he talks about water flowing and flowing again, he’s not describing the 

water cycle, in which water evaporates into the clouds and eventually returns to water the earth in the form of rain. He’s 

talking about the way that rivers and streams flow forever to the sea. There’s a vivid example of this in Israel. The Dead 

Sea is landlocked; it has no outlet to another body of water. Yet, for all the centuries that the Jordan River has been 

flowing down into the Dead Sea, the sea is not yet full, and thus the water continues to flow. 

  Life is the same way. Everything seems to be in a rut. Where’s the progress? You spend your whole life working for 

one company after another, but what do you gain for all your toil? These days it’s hard to even get a retirement dinner, 

let alone a gold-plated watch. What do you have to show for all the work you do around the house? More meals to make, 

more dishes to wash, more floors to scrub. All of nature is a scene of incessant movement and activity, but is it 

purposeful? For all the constant motion that characterizes the cosmos, one would think that something is being 

accomplished. But no, even as the millennia come and go, any semblance of progress is only a mirage. Activity abounds; 

everything is in perpetual motion, but no destination is reached.  

  This display of endless cosmic exertion is all for nothing because the earth remains the same; the sun always toils in the 

same orbit; the wind returns on its circuits, the sea doesn’t fill up. Earth, fire, air, and water are all in a rut. If the basic 

elements for the world gain nothing from all their toil, then surely human beings gain nothing from all their toil.  

  The Christian, on the other hand, discovers great meaning in nature. At sunrise or sunset we’re reminded to praise the 

Lord for His blessings. As the Psalmist said, “From the rising of the sun to its setting, the name of the Lord is to be 

praised!” (Ps. 113:3). We can rejoice in the drama of the storm, for Jesus is the master of even the fiercest elements of 

nature. “[Jesus] awoke and rebuked the wind and said to the sea, “Peace! Be still!” And the wind ceased, and there was 

a great calm…And they were filled with great fear and said to one another, “Who then is this, that even the wind and the 

sea obey Him?” (Mark 4:39, 41). When I look into space and see the vast galaxies that make our sun and earth seem so 

small, I marvel at His love for me.  

  And when, by faith, you receive Jesus Christ as your Savior and God becomes your Heavenly Father, you no longer 

live in "closed system" of endless monotonous cycles. You can gladly sing, "This is my Father's world!" and know that 

your Heavenly Father is in control of nature and will meet your every need as you trust Him (Matt. 6:25-34).  

 

5. Human life is insatiable, repetitive yet unsatisfying. Have you seen Les Miserables? Red Dawn? True Grit? Which 

one? Which version? The original or the remake? Or, in the case of Les Miserables – half a dozen remakes since the 



1970’s. “All things are full of weariness; a man cannot utter it; the eye is not satisfied with seeing, nor the ear filled with 

hearing. What has been is what will be, and what has been done is what will be done, and there is nothing new under the 

sun. Is there a thing of which it is said, ‘See, this is new’? It has been already in the ages before us.” Solomon moves 

from scientist to historian. People long for something new. Why? Because everything in this world ultimately brings 

weariness. People long for something, anything to distract or deliver them. Yet, what’s happened in the past isn’t unique 

and neither is what’s happening today. The more things change, the more they stay the same. People go on the “vacation 

of a lifetime” summer after summer after summer.  

  And with this statement Solomon reiterates his central theme. He’s trying to show how tiresome life is “under the sun.” 

Yet he’s not finished making his case. It’s not just the natural world that proves how little there is for us to gain in life, 

but also our own personal experience. 

  Start with sensory perception, "the eye is not satisfied with seeing, nor the ear filled with hearing" (v. 8). People are 

always looking and listening, particularly in the information age. Every day we see an endless procession of visual 

images: Comcast, YouTube, Netflix. We listen to an endless stream of sounds: iPod, iPhone, TVs, CDs, and mp3s. After 

all our looking and listening, our eyes and ears aren’t satisfied. Soon we’re back to take in more of the endless 

procession of sounds and images. We never get enough. There’s always one more show to watch, another game to play, 

one more song to listen to. So we keep texting, webcasting, Facebooking and Twittering. But what have we gained? Is 

there any profit? Those are important questions to ask ourselves about everything we see and hear: Is this helping me 

make some kind of progress, or is it the same old, same old? Like the sea that’s never full, "the eye is not satisfied with 

seeing, nor the ear filled with hearing" (v. 8).  

  Consider, too, the endless weariness of human history, which always seems to be repeating itself: "What has been is 

what will be, and what has been done is what will be done, and there is nothing new under the sun" (v. 9). Nations rise 

and fall; human nature remains the same. There are times of war and times of peace. Even in peacetime we know war 

will come again. Some conflicts never seem to end, like the endless struggle between Jews and Arabs, or the tension in 

Korea. Nothing new under the sun, only reruns. 

  This is such a sweeping claim that someone may be tempted to think of a counterexample. Surely there must be at least 

one thing that’s new under the sun. And for a moment Solomon seems almost willing to consider this possibility. He 

asks, "Is there a thing of which it is said, ‘See, this is new’?" But just as quickly, he denies it. Whatever seems new “has 

been already in the ages before us” (v. 10). Yesterday’s styles are today’s trends. If you hang on to your clothes long 

enough, they’ll come back in style…and so will everything else. History doesn’t seem to be going anywhere. It seems to 

be circular rather than linear. What we see now is what people have seen before and will see again. But how quickly we 

forget! What Ecclesiastes describes here is a kind of historical amnesia. People generally do not know their history very 

well, so what seems new to us may in fact be something ancient that we’ve long forgotten. As Rudyard Kipling wrote: 

“The craft that we call modern. The crimes that we call new. John Bunyan had them typed and filed in 1682.” There’s 

nothing new under the sun, only reruns. 

 

6. Life without God is boring. In 1958 American writer Barnaby Conrad was badly gored in a bullfight in Spain. Eva 

Gabor and Noel Coward were overheard talking about the incident in a New York restaurant. "Noel, dahling," said Eva, 

"have you heard the news about poor Bahnaby? He vas terribly gored in Spain." "He was what?" asked Noel Coward in 

alarm. “He was gored!" “Thank heavens! I thought you said he was bored.”  

  Is there anything worse than boredom? Solomon agreed. He’s told us life is futile, now he says it's also frustrating, 

“There is no remembrance of former things, nor will there be any remembrance of later things yet to be among those 

who come after” (v. 11). If you think you’re going to make an indelible mark on the sands of time, you’re going to be 

disappointed. Any footprints you make have already been made by others but the tide has washed them away…just like 

it will wash away yours. You can’t accomplish anything ultimately worthwhile in this life. Even the memory of your 

efforts to do so will soon be forgotten. We don’t live for long in the reminiscences of others. We must face the facts. 

Both the world of nature and of human activity are equally futile. They’re pointless, purposeless and frustrating. There’s 

no such thing as a lasting accomplishment “under the sun.” 

  Life is frustrating because nothing truly satisfies. Everything's boring, usually pronounced BOOOOO-rring! It’s the 

ultimate letdown. Yet everyone and everything is afflicted by it. Nothing new "under the sun” satisfies. We can never 

see or hear enough to bring satisfaction. Everything finally brings weariness and boredom, forcing us to constantly seek 

diversion. Our entire entertainment industry is built on this premise. Billions are spent annually to produce or purchase 

entertainment. Some people track their year, not by the basis the months or seasons, but on sports. Baseball in the 

summer, football in the fall, basketball and hockey in the winter, NASCAR in the spring. So where do you go when you 

conclude there’s nothing truly meaningful in life? Back to the stadium, where at least there are games with consistent 



rules, rewards, and penalties. Or, you wait for the fall TV schedule or the newest movie. Maybe go to the midnight 

showing. You wait anxiously for the next version of your favorite video game to be released.   

  It’s not an encouraging outlook. But remember, Solomon's pessimism is a natural outcome of his disconnect from God. 

When we see only what is under the sun and never what is above the sun, we’re left with an empty, churning cosmic 

machine, a great production line running to eternity and producing nothing. Life is futile and frustrating. Life is a 

raspberry.  

 

Conclusion: C.S. Lewis said, “If I find in myself desires which nothing in this world can satisfy, the only logical 

explanation is that I was made for another world.” Life has no meaning if you don’t focus on the end zone, and the end 

must be out of this world. If all that awaits you is a hole in the ground or an urn, Life is a raspberry. God has made us in 

such a way that until we return home to the arms of our Father, we’re like the prodigal son, a miserable and misplaced 

heir to a lost kingdom.  

  Solomon’s answer is in the New Testament. Jesus makes the same point when He asks, “For what will it profit a man if 

he gains the whole world and forfeits his soul? Or what shall a man give in return for his soul?” (Matt 15:26). When 

people forfeit their life, they’ve gained nothing — no profit. 

  Jesus answers Solomon’s futility and frustration with a simple story: “The land of a rich man produced plentifully, and 

he thought to himself, ‘What shall I do, for I have nowhere to store my crops?’ And he said, ‘I will do this: I will tear 

down my barns and build larger ones, and there I will store all my grain and my goods. And I will say to my soul, “Soul, 

you have ample goods laid up for many years; relax, eat, drink, be merry.”’ But God said to him, ‘Fool! This night your 

soul is required of you, and the things you have prepared, whose will they be?” When the rich man died, he left it all. He 

gained nothing from all his effort. There’s nothing left over: no profit. Jesus concludes with: “So is the one who lays up 

treasure for himself and is not rich toward God” (Luke 12:16-20). Apart from God, people gain zilch from all their 

efforts and toil. 

  So is there nothing to be gained from our life on earth? Nothing left over when we die? No profit?  

  Yes, Jesus says, there can be a profit. But we must not store up everything on this earth. Instead, we must be rich 

toward God.  

  That’s why Jesus encourages us, “Do not store up for yourselves treasures on earth, where moth and rust consume and 

where thieves break in and steal; but store up for yourselves treasures in heaven, where neither moth nor rust consumes 

and where thieves do not break in and steal. For where your treasure is, there your heart will be also” (Matt. 6:19-21).  

  The message is clear: We gain nothing if we store up treasures on earth or if we toil apart from God. But our lives are 

profitable and have a purpose if we are, in Jesus' words, "rich toward God," if we "store up treasures in heaven," if we 

"serve God."   

  Please don’t live with a futile, frustrating existence. Live for something that matters. But get with it! Stop living under 

the sun and live for the Son. Let Jesus live in and through you by His Spirit. Otherwise Life is a raspberry. It’s “vanity 

of vanities! All is vanity.” And God has so much more for us, fulfillment, purpose and meaning. Please don’t waste your 

life. If you don’t know Christ, come to Him, come to His cross. If you know Him, live for Him with eternity in view so 

that your life is so much more than ““Vanity of vanities.”  

 

 

 

 


